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Introduction to 
Anthropology

ANTH 101

ProfESSOR Kurt Reymers

The Stone Age Continues: The Upper Paleolithic 40kya+

The emergence of modern humans began in the Middle 

Paleolithic, but became clear in the Upper Paleolithic.

Designation: Homo sapiens

1. Fossil evidence of modern humans: 

a. 100kya:  Klasies River,S.A.; Border Cave, S.A.; Omo, Ethiopia; 

90kya:  Skuhl and Qazfeh, Israel

40kya:  Niah, Borneo

“Cro-Magnon Man” (early H.sapiens 1868) - 35kya

30kya:  Lake Mungo, Aus.

b. Distinctive Features: high, bulging forehead; thin, light 

bones; small face and jaw; chin; small brow ridge.
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2. The Upper Paleolithic Cultures
a. Aurignacian Tool Industry 

of H. sapiens (40kya - 10kya)

- Burins (a chisel used to make needles, awls, harpoons)

- Pressure Flaking (Blade flake)

- Spearthrowers (Atlatl)
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Burin

Atlatl

../../../Images Etc/anthro/videos/AtlAtl-toss.mp4
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2. The Upper Paleolithic Cultures

b. Upper Paleolithic Art & Music
– Earliest examples: beads and carvings : 

(30-40kya) 

– Cave paintings: Lascaux, Altamira

– Fertility figurines: Venus of Willendorf

– Musical instruments: bone pipes
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Chart: Human Origins

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EsiG6WiHHPQ&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EsiG6WiHHPQ&feature=related
http://www.culture.gouv.fr/culture/arcnat/lascaux/en/
http://witcombe.sbc.edu/willendorf/willendorfdiscovery.html
http://www.mus.cam.ac.uk/~ic108/lithoacoustics/BAR2002/BARpreprint.pdf
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3. From where does H.sapiens emerge?

a. Single Origin Theory (“Out of 
Africa” theory)

- Suggests a common ancestor existed; see
Y- chromosome and mitochondrial DNA  
analysis (“Eve hypothesis”)

- Lack of evidence from 200kya 
makes it impossible to verify

b. Multiregional Theory (“Regional 
continuity”) - Suggests racial evolution 

occurred in different 
regions of the world.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single-origin_hypothesis
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/neanderthals/mtdna.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiregional_hypothesis
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4. The New World: Human Migration to  

N. & S. America

a. The Last Ice Age (70kya ~ 13kya)

or the Pleistocene Era

- Glaciers covered much of 

Europe and North America

(for example, 97% of Canada was covered by glaciers)

- Plants and animals were adapted 

to extreme conditions (megafauna/flora)

- The ice age allowed migration to North and   

South America
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4. The New World

b. 11.5 kya - Native Americans originally 
came from Asia and migrated over the 
Beringia land bridge. (txt p173)

– Were PaleoIndians, or Clovis People first? 
(discovered in Clovis, NM)

…. or ….

– Did earlier migrations occur? 
c.f. Monte Verde 33kya

Many colonization events occurred and 
inhabitants of the new world varied in their cultures. (See 
“teeth” evidence, text p. 175).
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4. The New World

c. Remains of early new world hunters have 

been found in Canada, the United States and 
Mexico.

- Clovis points are found in association with  
mammoth kills

- Clovis sites range from 11.2kya to 10.9kya

- Mammoth disappeared 10kya.

- Did early migrants to N. America kill of 
35 genera of Pleistocene mammals?

(see Alan Weisman’s The World Without Us , 
Chap. 5, “The Lost Menagerie”). 
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http://whyfiles.org/061polar/anthro.html
http://www.crystalinks.com/clovis.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/first/claimbonn.html
http://www.archaeology.org/online/features/clovis/
../../../Images Etc/anthro/land bridge.gif
../../../Images Etc/anthro/land bridge.gif
http://www.150.si.edu/150trav/remember/r112a.htm
http://www.worldwithoutus.com/
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5. The Epi-Paleolithic Age

H. Sapiens  15kya-12kya

a. Glaciers began to disappear

- Oceans rose, waters inundated the rich 
coastal plains, creating islands, inlets, 
and bays;

- Temperatures rose and more land (and  
water) was uncovered by glaciers;

- Mixed forests now stand where only tundra 
existed.

- Patterns of migration changed dramatically.
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5. The Epi-Paleolithic Age
b. Adaptation to the changing climate 

• Epi-Paleolithic tool kit

– Adzes and extended haft axes

– Fishing implements

– Bows & arrows

• Humans moved seasonally between 

coastal and inland areas
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Paleolithic Epi-Paleolithic

Hunt or farm?
Nomadic = Moving 

constantly, always 

following herds.

Settlement = 

Domestication of plants 

and animals.

Dwellings:
Mouths of caves, huts, 

skin tents.

Mud brick supported by 

timber, plastered walls 

and floors, and 

fortifications (towers, 

walls). Community life.

Permanent 

structures built?
No.

Yes (houses, cromlechs, 

dolmen).

Tools: Chipped stone.

Polished stone (obsidian), 

woven baskets, clay 

vessels.

Clothes: Animal skins.
Animal skins, woven 

garments.

Art:
Cave paintings, sculpture, 

relief.

Wall paintings, sculpture, 

relief.

Sculpture material:
Stone, mammoth ivory, 

reindeer horn.
Stone, clay (baked).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cromlech
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dolmen

